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Social Risk Management for
Impact Investors
May 26th, 2016 9:30 - 12:30
Room V312, Jockey Club Innovation Tower (Block V),
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Impact investment means that as well as the existence of financial risk, there is
potential of social risk. This social risk might be that outcomes don’t occur, that it has
unintended negative consequences, that it doesn’t last for a long period of time, etc.
The training will cover how impact investors improve their awareness and
management of these social impact risks.
The training will include material on the measurement and analysis of social impacts,
their connection and influence on social risks, and an introduction to how prevention,
mitigation and coping strategies can be implemented in order to manage these risks.
Trainers

Jeremy Nicholls is the founder of the SROI Network International (now Social Value
UK), a network of individuals and organisations who want to change the way the
world accounts for value. He sits on the board of the FRC Group, is a member of
the IRIS advisory committee and the European Commission expert group on social
entrepreneurship. Jeremy has lectured at several Universities including the Said
Business School at Oxford University.
Clara Barby has focused her career on investing in innovative high-impact businesses
- most recently on the management team of AyurVAID Hospitals. Clara previously
worked for Acumen Fund’s Capital Markets team in New York.

At Bridges Ventures, Clara takes the lead on the fund’s Impact strategy throughout
the investment cycle – from defining the strategy and process for selecting impact
investments, to engaging with portfolio companies to create additional value through
environmental and social factors, to tracking and reporting results to investors and other stakeholders.
Clara also leads Impact+, Bridges’ advisory efforts to promote the growth of the wider sustainable and
impact investment sector. Clara holds a BA (Hons) in Greats from Oxford University and an MBA from
INSEAD.

Fee: USD100 / HKD780
(USD50 / HKD390 for HKI-SIA Members &
Registered AVPN Conference Participants)
Registration: http://www.hkisia.org/training-on-social-risk-management.html
Supporting organisations

